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E X E C U T I V E  S U M M A R Y

The Wayne National Forest and Athens Bicycle Club have begun 
the collaborative development of a destination-level, mountain 
bike-optimized trail system in a portion of the Forest commonly 
called the Bailey Tract. Engaging a diverse array of regional 
supporting partners, this collaborative endeavor envisions the trail 
system providing significant quality of life, economic, and health 
benefits to southeast Ohio communities and residents.

The trail system will highlight the ridges and slopes of the roughly 
9,000 acre tract, have direct community connections to Nelsonville, 
Buchtel, and Chauncey, as well as bikeway connectivity to Athens 
and The Plains via the Hockhocking Adena Bikeway. The 84 miles 
of singletrack trails are being professionally designed to maximize 
sustainability, protect natural resources, and provide a world-class 
mountain biking experience. With trails tailored to beginner 
through expert mountain bikers and loops that provide incredible 
hikes and trail runs through an actively restored forest to classic 
Appalachian foothill vistas, the system will become an ecotourism 
magnet for visitation from a 150-mile radius with a population over 
15 million people, a reasonable destination distance for weekend 
travelers

This document provides details regarding the partners’ goal 
alignment, the development process to-date, trail specifications, 
community connectivity, avoidance of natural and cultural resource 
impacts, development process moving forward, and an opinion on 
the necessary fundraising needs. While the capital development of 
a project such as this seems quite small for an economic 
development endeavor, other similar, recently developed trail 
systems (eg. Duluth Traverse, Floyd’s Fork, Jakes Rocks, Ozark 
Greenway singletrack, Kingdom Trails) have become destinations 
for not only outdoor adventurers, but as quality of life drivers for 
high wage businesses seeking to attract and retain employees.
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CREATE TRAIL EXPERIENCES THAT:

• Provide destination-quality recreational trail amenities,

• Drive and sustain significant visitation that creates direct quality of life and economic benefits to the 
region, 

• Provide physical trail connections to the surrounding communities of Nelsonville, Buchtel, and 
Chauncey, and

• Enhances marketing opportunities for outdoor recreation in the region.

PROVIDE A DIVERSITY AND PROGRESSION OF RIDING EXPERIENCES TO:

• Offer a broad range of high quality trails that appeal to the wide demographic of skills present in the 
region and to destination visitors,

• Create a progressive environment where mountain bike instruction or self-paced skills development is 
widely available and actively encouraged, and 

• Help market and drive current and future utilization of regional lodging and amenities through a modern 
mountain bike-focused trail system of the highest riding quality.

CONSTRUCT DURABLE TRAILS THAT:

• Ensure the quality of the developed mountain bike trail product is consistent over the long term,

• Operate efficiently and reduce the annual capital/labor needed to effectively address degradation issues 
brought on by high levels of trail use, climatic events, and other Forest activities, and 

• Extend the number of available riding days during the open trail season by creating trails that dry 
quickly and span or harden seasonally wet locations.

EMPLOY A COMPREHENSIVE SIGNAGE AND NAVIGATION SYSTEM THAT:

• Provides easy-to-understand information on the range trail experiences offered,

• Efficiently brings trail users to a trail they consider appropriate for their desired experience, and

• Directs users to high quality trailside amenities and the area service providers.
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USFS WAYNE NATIONAL FOREST PROJECT PURPOSE AND NEED
The Forest Service’s stated purpose of this project is to: 

• Create recreational opportunities for a quality backcountry, single-track mountain biking experience on 
the Wayne National Forest for riders of various skill levels (technical and physical capabilities) that is 
near existing trails and interested communities; 

• Reduce conflicts between mountain bikers and other recreational trail users by providing a trail system 
that is designed specifically for mountain bike use; 

• Continue a collaborative approach to construct and maintain a sustainable mountain bike trail system; 

• Connect mountain bike trails to communities in Athens and Hocking counties in a manner that 
contributes to the ecological, social, and economic prosperity of these communities over the long term.

ATHENS COUNTY COMPREHENSIVE PLAN CONFORMANCE
Vision: “Athens County will build upon its unique heritage to practice wise land use that creates a healthy, 
prosperous and cohesive community for a diverse population. We, the citizens of Athens County, are committed 
to:

• Meaningful employment
• Entrepreneurial opportunities
• Sustainable agriculture
• Environmental stewardship
• Education achievement & cultural opportunities
• Appropriate transportation and other public services
• Vibrant rural areas and small towns”

BACKGROUND (Athens Comprehensive Plan)
Athens County offers a combination of scenic natural beauty and cultural resources. Tourism is an important 
source of revenue for the county, but more can be done to develop its recreational potential. The completion of 
the Nelsonville Bypass, which widened the last two-land link of US HWY 33 between Columbus and Athens, 
will increase the county’s accessibility for the Franklin County metropolitan area. Rising gas prices and other 
cost factors will compel Ohio residents to vacation within the state.

While recreational resources bring tourism revenues, their greatest value is in enhancing the quality of life of 
residents. The existence of parks, trails, nature preserves, and other recreational opportunities make Athens 
County a desirable place to live, and further development of these resources will help attract future residents.
Athen County’s hilly, forested terrain, abundant wildlife, a diverse native flora, and a multitude of public lands 
makes Athens County an ideal location for a variety of outdoor recreation pursuits and help to fuel the tourism 
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industry. The Hock Hocking Adena Bikeway and a growing network 
of bicycle routes on rural highways and mountain bike trails in the 
woods provide new opportunities.

GOAL 1: Park District and Recreation Plan
• Involve the community in development and maintenance of 

recreational opportunities, particularly with established 
community organizations.

GOAL 2: Accessibility- Increase accessibility to diverse 
recreation opportunities for all residents.

• Connect recreation areas with community trails using 
existing public lands, scenic roadways, new and expanded 
horse and bike trails, and new acquisitions.

GOAL 3: Provide, Protect, and Enhance Recreation 
Opportunities- Provide diverse recreation options, protect them 
and improve them.

• Expand on the existing bike path by developing a system of 
trails throughout the county.

• Strive to improve the range of recreation options to satisfy 
interests of all ages.

• Use a framework of ecologically sound guidelines for a broad range of recreation activities.

COLLABORATIVE PROJECT WITH REGIONAL BENEFITS
Mountain bike-focused trail development on the Wayne National Forest has been a topic discussed by the Forest 
Staff and regional mountain bike advocates for a number of years.  A partnership made up of community non-
profit, and governmental organizations proposes to construct an 88-mile single track, sustainable trail system for 
mountain biking in the Baileys area (West Bailey, Big Bailey, and Carr-Bailey Roads) with trailheads located in 
or near the communities of Chauncey, Buchtel, and/or Nelsonville. The trail system would be easily accessible 
to the Athens and Columbus areas and potentially become a destination area for trail-based recreation 
enthusiasts throughout the Midwest, as the Bailey Tract is within 150 miles of over 15 million people. 

Studies show that building a mountain bike trail destination boosts local economies through tourism and 
provides health benefits to citizens by providing safe, accessible places to walk, run, bike, and enjoy nature. 
With the physical connectivity of the Baileys trail system to area communities, the trail system will provide a 
source of community pride, and foster an appreciation for the management and conservation of public lands. 
These benefits have been realized by numerous communities that have used the relatively small capital 
investment in trails to propel local economies through tourism visitation, business and high-wage worker 
recruitment and retention, quality of life, and health benefits. The Duluth Traverse, MN, Jakes Rocks, PA, 
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Floyd’s Fork, KY, Ozark Greenways, AR, and Kingdom Trails, 
VT trail systems have all made investments of a few million 
dollars that see a return on that investment within a year and 
continue to provide economic improvements for years to come.

PROJECT PARTNERS
In 2016 members of the Athens Bicycle Club (ABC) and the 
Wayne National Forest (WNF) came to agreement in pursuing the 
development of a large trail system on the Bailey Tract near the 
Forest Headquarters.  Athens Bicycle Club has developed and 
maintained 45 miles of singletrack at Lake Hope and Stroud’s Run 
State Parks and committed to spearheading this new project. The 
Forest and ABC outlined the desire for an extensive system of 80 
to 100 interconnected trail miles with direct connectivity to 
Nelsonville, Buchtel, Doanville and Chauncey located on the 
periphery of the Bailey Tract. The project leaders formed a 
working group of project supporters, including the Athens County 
Commissioners, Athens County Visitor’s Bureau, Athens City and 
County Planners, Village of Chauncey, Central Ohio Mountain 
Bike Organization (COMBO), Ohio University, and the 
International Mountain Bicycling Association, all of whom are 
willing to provide letters of support for the project. 

COMMUNITY OUTREACH PROCESS/
SCHEDULE
In January of 2016, ABC organized a meeting between WNF, 
IMBA Great Lakes Region Director Andy Williamson, and 
members of the Central Ohio Mountain Bike Organization 
(COMBO) to discuss the concept and draw support. An initial 
stakeholder meeting was held on January 22, 2016, with a follow-
up public stakeholder meeting held on March 14, 2016, to gauge 
interest. A formal Bailey’s Tract working group was assembled in 
April 2016, consisting of representatives from ABC, WNF, Athens 
County Visitor’s Bureau, Ohio University Outdoor Recreation 
Program (within the Patton College of Education), and COMBO, 
and including the Athens City Planner and the Athens County 
Planner. ABC accepted the position of the lead community partner 
for the project and signed an agreement with the Forest to solicit 
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and administer a contract for professional trail design and master 
planning services, and selected Applied Trails Research (ATR) to assist 
with the conceptualization and field design. 

ATR provided a conceptual overview of an approximately 90-mile trail 
system to Forest and ABC leaders in Spring, 2017, had a day-long 
meeting with more than 20 Wayne National Forest officials, including 
the Regional Forester and District Ranger, where issues and 
opportunities were discussed and sideboards developed for the 
subsequent Phase 1 trail corridor development. With the potential 
opportunity to link the the City of Athens, through the Village of 
Chauncey, to the trail system with an extension of the Hockhocking-
Adena Bikeway, as well as existing Chauncey park lands adjacent to 
Forest holdings, this node became the focus of Phase 1 trail corridor 
development. Subsequently ATR provided two days of intensive trail 
design training to ABC volunteers who spent the next week working 
collaboratively with ATR to field flag the Phase 1 trail corridors in 
preparation for natural and cultural resource review by the Forest.
 
The ABC/Forest/ATR team conducted two public outreach and 
discussion sessions in late February at the Nelsonville Opera House and 
Athens Community Recreation Center. Approximately 35 individuals attended each session. Introduction of the 
project by Forest and ABC leaders was followed by a 30 minute presentation by the ATR team explaining the 
best practices of sustainable trail design and the activities that the design team, with the assistance of ABC 
volunteers, would be undertaking in April, 2017. Open question and answer periods of approximately 30 
minutes followed the presentations.

Comments provided by the public were overwhelmingly positive, with many individuals expressing their desire 
to assist in moving the project forward, stating that the area could benefit tremendously in economic and 
community quality of life impacts from the trail system, and hoping to have a better idea how the project could 
move forward expeditiously. A few private property owners expressed wariness that the project would 
negatively impact their personal quality of life and potentially the hunting quality in the vicinity of their homes.

In June the Forest published a Scoping document that described the project and solicited additional public 
comment (by July 7, 2017) to assist the partners in refining the project’s details. During this timeframe the 
Forest also conducted an assessment of natural and cultural resource review of the entire Baileys area to better 
refine avoidance areas for the trail system. The refinements proposed by the public and the Forest have been 
integrated into this final draft plan for additional review and in preparation for an official decision by the Forest 
regarding the project. Partners anticipate beginning the process of funding development in Winter, 2018 with 
hopes that trail construction can be initiated later in the year.

5
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The Bailey Tract (indicated by the star on the map above) is located north of HWY 33, the major transportation 
corridor between Columbus and Athens, OH. With a metropolitan area population of 1.9 million people, the 
third largest in Ohio, and relatively few outdoor recreation areas, the HWY 33 corridor already sees significant 
recreation-centered traffic on Spring through Fall weekends, with travel times of 1 to 1.5 hours to the Bailey 
Tract area for most of the Columbus metro area. Interstate highway access to Columbus provides efficient 
access to HWY 33 and Chauncey, OH from Cincinnati (2.5 hours), Akron (2.75 hours), Cleveland (3.25 hours),  
Pittsburgh (3.25 hours), Indianapolis (3.75 hours), and Louisville, KY (4 hours).
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REGIONAL MOUNTAIN BIKING OPPORTUNITIES

The Wayne National Forest currently allows mountain 
biking on 209 miles of forest trails. These opportunities 
are depicted by the bike icons on the green land parcels 
on the upper left hand map. The majority of these trails 
have a designed and primary use of off-highway 
vehicles. Similarly, many OHV trails in OH State 
Forests are open to mountain biking, depicted in the 
grey parcels east and south of Chillicothe. In many 
cases these trails do not provide a recreational 
experience that matches with the desires of mountain 
bikers. 

Approximately 30 miles of trails within the Wayne 
National Forest are designed for the primary use of 
hiking, but mountain biking is an allowed use. In both 
OHV and hiking trails, the trail grades and tread 
roughness do not match well with the skills and fitness 
of all but the best mountain bikers.

Smaller trail systems are present in the region that are 
more appropriate for mountain biking. Most notably, 
Lake Hope and Strouds Run State Parks outside Athens. 
Currently, these trail systems are broadly considered to 
be the best riding opportunities in the region. 
Additionally, the Bailey Tract is within a 30 minutes of 
Hocking Hills State Park, which receives 4.5 million 
visitors per year. The Hocking Hills Tourism 
Association is actively seeking additional outdoor 
recreation opportunities to recommend to visitors.

The map on the lower left represents a 150-mile radius 
around the Bailey Tract. Census data indicates the 
population within this radius to be over 15 million. This 
distance from the site represents a reasonable 
assumption of potential weekend visitation distances 
travelled. With ease of interstate highway access, 
visitation could easily extend to the Indianapolis and 
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US FOREST SERVICE LAND- BAILEY TRACT IN GREEN
The Bailey Tract is a roughly 9,280-acre area located on the Athens Ranger District of the Wayne National 
Forest. The area is located north of US HWY 33, approximately 12 miles west of the City of Athens, Ohio. 
Adjacent to the National Forest are the communities Nelsonville, Buchtel, Doanville, and Chauncey. Like most 
Eastern National Forests, the Bailey Tract has many private property intrusions and inholdings. Much of the 
privately held land is located in the valley bottoms in lower elevations with a few notable exceptions of large 
higher elevation inholdings in the Utah Ridge and Coal Run Road areas. The forest is being actively managed, 
through fire and vegetation management, toward a mixed-age, diverse oak-hickory community. The area has 
numerous evidence of past and current land use practices, including many historic timber extraction routes and 
operating oil wells, and, as such, could be enhanced with the proposed recreational development. The Forest is 
currently managed for multiple uses, including improving conservation/forest resources, protecting water 
quality, and providing hunting opportunities.

The predominant ridge within the Bailey Tract are the Utah and 
Oregon Ridges with elevations around 1,000 feet. From this 
watershed divide in the northwest, valleys fall to the southeast. 
Small perennial streams with floodplains of 100 to 500 feet in width 
flow in the valley bottoms toward confluences with Sunday Creek 
and the Hocking River on the broad floodplain where the town of 
Chauncey is located at approximately 670 feet in elevation. Smaller 
portions of the property fall into other watersheds, with the western 
flank draining to Monday Creek and the Nelsonville area and the 
northwest corner of the property draining to the Snow Fork and 
Buchtel.

Roads are prevalent on the Bailey Tract and generally follow the 
stream valleys from northwest to southeast. From the south to north, 
these include Coal Run Road (unpaved), West Bailey Road (paved 
and unpaved), Big Bailey Run Road (paved), and Carr-Bailey Road 
(unpaved and paved). At the Oregon Ridge, Big Bailey and Carr-
Bailey Roads drops to the west on Marietta Ave and the Town of 
Buchtel. At the Utah Ridge, Utah Ridge Road connects Big Bailey, 
West Bailey, and Coal Run Roads to New Floodwood Road, US 
HWY 33, and City of Nelsonville. West Bailey Road continues over 
the ridge and down to the west into the unincorporated community 
of Doanville. RFP	for	Bailey	Tract	 	 	 8	

Map	Overview	of	Bailey	Tract	
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TRAIL SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The Bailey Tract trail system is intended to provide a diversity of experiences for mountain biking and 
pedestrian trail users.  Planned trailhead locations near the adjacent towns are ideal for the development of 
stacked loop trail subsystems within the larger Bailey Tract trails. The trails will:
 

• Be located on hillsides rather than on ridges or within flat valleys/floodplains. 

• Utilize relatively minor trail corridor grades, generally less than 10%. 

• Consistently undulate up and down and left to right. The resulting sinuous trail is referred to as having a 
rolling contour alignment, which aids in draining water off of the trails, minimizing the potential for 
erosion, and reducing the need for water diversion structures such as culverts and water bars.

 
• Minimize potential impacts to nearby natural and cultural resources through this narrow, sidehill location 

that will not change over time and encourages users to remain in the intended recreational corridor

While all the trails will bear these fundamentals of sustainable trail location and design, a progression of 
difficulty and diversity of trail experiences will be developed by providing differing trail distances, grades, 
widths, and levels of roughness. There will be three primary trail types within the overall system and accessible 
from each trailhead access area- beginner/family friendly trails, intermediate level backcountry trails, and 
difficult backcountry trails. In total 83.6 miles of trail corridors have been conceptualized throughout the Bailey 
Tract.

Phase Miles Footage Green	% Blue	% Black	%
1 13.6 71,751 57% 21% 22%
2 14.4 76,068 0% 93% 7%
3 13.7 72,230 55% 45% 0%
4 17.3 91,443 3% 97% 0%
5 24.6 129,874 0% 25% 75%

Total 83.6 441,366 19% 54% 27%

Type Count Aggregate	Length
Culvert	36"	Arch 7 N/A
Culvert	48"	Arch 11 N/A
Ford	Rock	Armor 25 N/A

Bridge 3 48

Type Count Aggregate	Length
Culvert	36"	Arch 12 N/A
Culvert	48"	Arch 6 N/A

Puncheon 1 20
Ford	 23 N/A
Bridge 2 36

Type Count Aggregate	Length
Culvert	36"	Arch 4 N/A
Culvert	48+"	Arch 3 N/A

Puncheon 21 274
Rock	Armor 1 12

Bridge 3 60

Type Count Aggregate	Length
Culvert	36"	Arch 15 N/A
Culvert	48+"	Arch 4 N/A

Puncheon 19 318
Bridge 2 38

Type Count Aggregate	Length
Culvert	36"	Arch 6 N/A
Culvert	48+"	Arch 3 N/A

Phase	1	Crossings

Bailey	Tract	Trail	Plan

Phase	2	Crossings

Phase	3	Crossings

Phase	4	Crossings

Phase	5	Crossings
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All-Weather Trails (0.7 miles, 1% of total mileage)
Short trail loops with a rock aggregate surface (yellow on maps), 
connected directly to trailhead parking will provide access to the 
forest for all visitors. The distance and smooth surface will provide 
for the use of strollers and push bikes without muddy conditions. 
Developed at a width that allows for strollers to pass comfortably, 
these introductory trails may also have adjacent interpretive 
information or beginner riding skill development features. 

Frontcountry Trails (15 miles, 18% of total mileage)
Shorter distance/duration loops that cater to visitors with lower 
levels of trail experience, stamina, or time will be accessed directly 
from the trailheads. These beginner-friendly trails (green on maps) 
will be constructed to a width that allows trail users to safely pass 
without getting off the tread of the trail. The trail tread will be 
constructed to be primarily smooth to provide maximum 
accessibility to a variety of trail users, including adaptive or hand-
propelled bicycles. Biking skills development features may be 
present, but will be placed adjacent to the trail and developed to be 
“rollable” and not require advanced balance or strength to 
negotiate.

Backcountry Trails (67.9 miles, 81% of total mileage)
Multiple options will extend from the frontcountry trails to provide 
longer distance/duration loops. These intermediate (45.3 miles, 
blue on maps) and advanced (22.6 miles, black on maps) level 
trails allow visitors with higher levels of fitness and/or time extend 
their exploration of the forest. The trail widths will be relatively 
narrow and passage will require a trail user to step to the side of the 
trail. Trail grades and distances of climbs/descents will increase on 
these backcountry trails. The most difficult trails will be optimized 
for mountain biking and generally have a downhill directional 
orientation. The trail surface will be less manicured with larger 
rocks and roots exposed in the tread. Challenging riding features 
may be present within or adjacent to the main trail tread, 
constructed of natural materials, may require advanced balance or 
strength to negotiate, and could provide the opportunity to jump.
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Trailhead Locations
Discussions between the Working Group have prioritized the 
creation of trailheads off of Forest Service lands, working in 
partnership with the communities to identify and develop access 
points on municipal lands that are more geographically tied to the 
services present. 

Identified with the Phase 1 trail system and with municipal support 
committed, Chauncey Village Park will become the first major 
trailhead to access the trail system. New access may be necessary 
to avoid traffic conflicts with the adjacent railroad, but the park has 
the capacity to develop parking for 50 or more vehicles. A planned 
bridge (see Connectivity below) will provide access across the 
creek and the planned all-weather and frontcountry trails, portions 
of which have been located on municipal lands.

Direct connectivity to the Village of Buchtel is a greater challenge. 
A small trailhead and system of loops adjacent and south of the 
village is challenged by unstable topography and challenging 
hydrologic situations. A nearby site for a second major trailhead 
has been identified on Forest property near the Buchtel community, 
at the top of Big Bailey Run Road, approximately 0.2 miles south 
of the junction with SR 685. This graded site could be developed 
with a 50-car gravel lot.

Secondary trailheads that provide more direct access to 
Nelsonville, Doanville, and Buchtel are being considered. Trails 
have been conceptualized with a node just inside the Forest 
boundary, east of Monday Creek on Marietta Avenue to the east of 
Buchtel (indicated by the location of the blue trail crossing the 
westernmost creek in the Buchtel trailhead location map).  A 
second potential minor trailhead site will be developed in the 
Doanville area, which would also provide trail access to 
Nelsonville via low traffic volume roads. Improved parking and 
service amenities within or adjacent to the historic Nelsonville 
town center could create an off-site trailhead that invites trail 
access from the town and places visitors near amenities at the 
beginning and end of their recreational experience.
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Bikeway Connectivity
Bike-friendly connectivity from the trail system to the 
Hockhocking-Adena Bikeway is currently in the planning  and 
funding stages. A spur would extend from the Bikeway north 
through Chauncey, terminating at the Chauncey Village Park 
Trailhead. This connectivity would allow regional visitors the 
opportunity to utilize Bikeway parking areas and facilities in 
Athens, The Plains, and Nelsonville at mile markers 0 (East State 
Street Recreation Area, Athens), 4 (West State Street Ballfields, 
Athens), 10.2 (SR682, The Plains), and 16.4 (Robbin’s Crossing/
Hocking College, Nelsonville) to access the trails. 

Backcountry Campsites
Seven backcountry campsites locations have been identified 
throughout the trail system. These locations have been selected to 
facilitate more in-depth exploration of the Baileys area. Located at 
the edge of ridges, the proposed site locations should not impact 
water resources and provide great views of the forest. Campsite 
locations are distributed across the five phases of trail system 
development. Located away from road and trailhead access points 
to discourage undesirable use, these sites present opportunity for 
bike-packing and pedestrian overnight use within the Bailey Tract. 
The dispersed sites can be connected to configure multiple night 
travel patterns. Due to the interconnected nature of the proposed 
trails and existing forest and county roads there are numerous 
routing configurations possible to move from campsite to campsite.

In some cases, limited timber management may be required to 
enhance a viewshed, others will provide seasonally variable views 
of the surrounding mountains and the fire managed forest 
understory that highlights the areas long management history. Care 
should be taken in development of campsites on the Bailey Tract. 
Like trails, campsites should be constructed on the sidehill or in 
areas where adjacent terrain will restrict site expansion. Final 
location of these sites should include consideration of site 
amenities such as views, natural and cultural attractions, functional 
sleeping, cooking and eating areas. Given the rise of hammock 
based camping, selection of sites with trees of appropriate spacing 
for hammock use should also be considered.
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Existing Forest Infrastructure/Resource Avoidance
The Bailey Tract, like all of the Wayne National Forest, was 
heavily impacted prior to its management control being ceded to 
the Soil Conservation Service and later, the United States Forest 
Service. These agencies inherited lands that had been clear cut and 
farmed until the subsequent soil erosion resulted in a landscape 
that did not support agriculture or silviculture. This use of the lands 
on the Bailey Tract is still evident in the numerous forest roads, 
logging decks, and eroded skid tracks throughout the property. The 
roads have been avoided in the trail system design due to prevalent 
grade and/or drainage challenges. Likewise, the logging decks and 
adjacent disturbance areas have persistent wetness issues and a 
prevalence of primary successional shrub and thorny vegetation 
that does not provide a quality setting for trails. The eroded skid 
tracks have been avoided, where possible. As these unnatural 
channels extend from the top of the ridges down to the floodplains 
in most cases, avoidance is not always practical when designing a 
sidehill-focused trail system. In cases where Phase 1 trail corridors 
have been located, crossings of these channels have been 
optimized to require structures of minimal length.

Later in the same pre-Federal controlled era of land use on the 
Bailey Tract, mineral exploration determined the presence of coal 
and oil in the area. This activity left natural topography 
significantly altered in some locations with vertical “high walls”, 
tailings piles, and perched wetlands/ponds between the two. These 
unstable slopes and unnatural hydrologic condition significantly 
altered conceptualized trail alignments, including the need to 
abandon a direct connection to the Village of Buchtel near the high 
school. 

Oil and gas extraction operations are still active in the area at much 
less than historic levels, with numerous pumps, tanks, and access 
routes to these facilities. The access routes have not been utilized 
for any portion of the trail system due to unsustainable grades, 
significant erosion, and wetness issues. Trail corridors avoid the 
pump and tank facilities to the greatest extent practicable. These 
structures do not provide a quality trail setting and the private 
management of these facilities introduces compliance and law 
enforcement issues. 
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Riparian and wetland areas have been avoided in the trail design to 
the greatest extent practicable. Persistent wetness issues harm the 
quality of a trail experience and trails in these landscape positions 
have a much higher probability of introducing sediment to these 
aquatic systems.  Trail corridors, in most cases, have been located 
at much higher locations on the landscape, tracing routes around 
and above the uppermost seeps that form the primary, ephemeral 
stream channels of their respective watersheds. When trails 
descend these watersheds, the lowermost alignments are typically 
more than 10 vertical feet above the uppermost portion of the 
floodplain. When floodplains must be crossed, the trail location is 
optimized to have the minimal length in the riparian area. 
Crossings of perennial streams, when possible, utilized existing 
culverted or bridged road crossings. 

At the appropriate stage of trail development, final design and 
construction notes will specify that no shagbark or shellbark 
hickory trees greater than 6” dbh will be removed. This is not at all 
problematic for sustainable trail construction, as conservative trail 
corridors have been utilized that allow for these types of resource 
avoidance needs. To preserve hydrologic connectivity, crossings of 
intermittent streams will be constructed with low bridges for 
channels wider than 5 feet at bankfull and with open bottom arched 
culverts where channels are less than 5 feet in width at bankfull.

As the vast majority of trail corridor design is focused on sidehill 
locations, existing heritage and subsurface cultural resource 
impacts have avoided, as these resources are traditionally focused 
on flatter ridges, floodplains, and midslope benches.
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The Bailey Tract trail system, as conceptualized in the map above and through field-level trail corridor flagging, 
contains approximately 83.6 miles of trail (this total mileage will increase slightly during construction with the 
development of sinuous, rolling contour trail tread). Of that total, approximately 19% or 16 miles (green on map 
above) will be developed in shorter loops as somewhat wide, flat and smooth trail suitable for less challenging 
experiences. 54% or 45 miles (blue on map above) will be developed in longer loops as narrower trail with more 
challenging climbs and descents and a more natural and rougher tread suitable for more challenging 
experiences. 27% or 22.5 miles (black on map above) will be developed on steeper slopes with the most 
challenging climbs and descents and minimal trail junctions, which will create a backcountry-style experience 
that requires significant time and endurance.

The system provides access points near the communities on the periphery of the Bailey Tract, and includes three 
potential trailhead access points in Chauncey, Doanville/Nelsonville, and near Buchtel to minimize recreational 
traffic on the interior roads of the tract. The trails have been aligned to minimize interactions with private 
inholdings throughout the Bailey Tract, especially higher density residential areas.
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Development of the full trail system has been conceptualized to occur in phases, effectively building out stand-
alone trail systems with connectivity to the previously developed phase. This development pattern is intended to 
provide high quality experiences to the broadest demographic from the earliest phase, bringing more specialized 
trails and longer distance opportunities into subsequent phases.

Phase 1, in green on the map above, includes approximately 13.6 miles of trails directly out of Chauncey Park. 
A 0.7-mile aggregate surfaced loop on Chauncey property provides access to 7 miles of beginner trail, 2.9 miles 
of intermediate trail, and 3 miles of advanced trail. Phase 2, in red on the map above, includes approximately 
14.4 miles of trails linked to the Phase 1 trails in the southwest and northeast. Further away from direct trailhead 
access, this phase features 13.4 miles of intermediate trail and an additional mile of advanced trail. Phase 3, in 
blue on the map above, includes approximately 13.7 miles of trail and connectivity to Doanville/Nelsonville, 
with 7.5 miles of beginner trail in shorter loops and 6.1 miles of intermediate trails that link to Phase 2 trails to 
create larger loops. Phase 4, in purple on the map above, includes 17.3 miles of intermediate trail and the 
system’s second major trailhead. Phase 5, in orange on the map above, includes approximately 24.6 miles of 
trails, with 6.2 miles of intermediate trails and 18 miles of advanced trails.

CONCEPTUAL TRAIL SYSTEM: TRAILS BY DEVELOPMENT PHASE
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The Phase 1 and 2 trails, developed out of a major trailhead at Chauncey Park (southeast corner of map above), 
will provide a stand-alone 28-mile trail system with a diversity of potential experiences. The 0.7-mile 
(approximately 1 mile roundtrip in yellow above), aggregate surfaced trail crossing the creek behind Chauncey 
Park will be wide enough to safely handle large amounts of trail users, appropriate for strollers/push bikes, and 
is predominantly flat. The surfaced trail connects to a short beginner-friendly loop trail up to the ridge on the 
south and two, longer beginner-friendly loops to the northwest. These trails, along with the large, flat grass field 
at Chauncey Park, can be utilized for a trail-based event center and the larger green loops configure to provide 
high school mountain bike race and 10k trail running race opportunities. At the western extent of the beginner 
trails, 16.4 miles of intermediate trails and 4 miles of advanced trails are configured into four potential longer 
loops. These loops can be configured for multiple race/event options or 10-15-mile outings.

There are also 3 backcountry campsite locations identified in these preliminary phases of the Bailey Tract trail 
development. The nearest is just a short hike from the Chauncey Park trailhead. The more distant sites overlook 
steep slopes into broad, wet valleys.

PHASE 1 & 2: TRAILS BY DIFFICULTY LEVEL
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The Chauncey Park Trailhead is directly accessed from the town and, in the future, a spur trail off the 
Hockhocking-Adena Bikeway. The access, coupled with the large, relatively flat town-owned land, form the 
ideal gateway to the Bailey Tract. Roadside signage throughout Chauncey and trailside signage on the spur trail 
will assist trail users in navigating to the trailhead and heighten expectations. With ample room for a 50-car 
parking area, the Ohio-shaped, Star-brick pavilion is the focal point for gathering and relaxing at the trailhead. 
Benches, shade structures, bike racks, and major kiosk signage will create a welcoming base for recreation and 
provide education on trail system, etiquette, and history of the area. Entering the trail system, a physical 
gateway structure (to be locally designed), encourages visitors into the forest and trail system. Signage at the 
trailhead and at junctions along the trail should be icon-based as much as possible for universal understanding.

It is critical to develop a high quality, artistic trailhead at this location to provide the strongest attraction possible 
and engender pride for local residents and visitors alike. Trail names and interpretive signage should focus on 
the natural environment and human history of the area, further invoking a true sense of place.

MAJOR TRAILHEAD CONCEPTUAL PLAN: CHAUNCEY
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TRAILHEAD SIGNAGE:

1. Large format, low-height signage on both sides of 
gateway entrance structure at edge of Ohio-shaped 
brick patio.

2. Icon-driven placard signs to mitigate language 
barriers.

3. Large format trail system and phase maps 
flanking the  gateway structure. 

4. Consider trail experience, difficulty, and skills 
interpretive signs on opposite flank of gateway 
structure

5. Multiple bench, table, or artistic sitting structures 
spread around brick patio.

REGIONALLY RELEVANT GATEWAY 
STRUCTURE TRAIL ENTRANCE

BRICK, OHIO-SHAPED 
TRAILHEAD PATIO 
(~ 75’ EAST-WEST) 

WITH
STARBRICK LOCATOR 

BRICK INSET

ROAD SIDE TREATMENTS/SIGNAGE:

1. Welcome signage directing traffic through 
Chauncey and along Bikeway spur.

2. In-forest roadside navigation with icon focus

3. Rustic, relevant fencing at road/trail junctions.
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Phases 3, 4, and 5 in the Bailey Tract trail system development extend northwest from Chauncey to provide 
connectivity to Doanville/Nelsonville and Buchtel. In Phase 3, a configuration of 3 relatively short, beginner 
level trails loop out of the Utah Pond area, allowing less experienced trail users and families to create 
appropriate experiences. Connectivity to the valley and minor trailhead in Doanville is an approximately 1-mile 
climb with some relatively steep trail grades leaving the trailhead. Extending to the southeast from the Utah 
Pond area, an approximately 5-mile loop descends from the ridge down to the Phase 2 trails to provide longer 
distance options and return connectivity to Doanville and a variety of options for 10-15 mile trail options from 
the Doanville access. Phase 4 and 5 will continue to develop the system to the north and east. With the most 
dramatic terrain on the Bailey Tract, the Buchtel Trailhead will cater to more experienced visitors willing to 
travel a few more minutes to access larger backcountry loops. With ultimate connectivity back down to the 
Phase 1 and 2 trails, completion of these final phases will result in multiple 20- to 40+-mile trail routing options, 
including long ascent/descents from the tract’s ridges to valleys and a number of downhill-only routes.

These phases also include the development of four additional backcountry camping locations on high ridges 
with expansive views. With 7 total camp locations, multiple bike packers can utilize the system.

PHASE 3 - 5: TRAILS BY DIFFICULTY LEVEL
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FOREST SERVICE APPROVAL PROCESS
The Wayne National Forest (WNF) has followed procedures for compliance with the National Environmental 
Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 (42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.) and the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) 
regulations for implementing the procedural provisions of NEPA (40 CFR parts 1500 through 1508). WNF 
released the public scoping notice on June 21, 2017. Following the scoping period, WNF responded to relevant 
comments and considered alterations to the proposed action. Biological and cultural resource surveys were 
conducted from May to August 2017. Resource reports and consultation with the appropriate agencies regarding 
the reports were completed in September 2017. As the project fits into a category under Categorical Exclusion 
(CE) (36 CFR 220.6(e)(1)) and no extraordinary circumstances have been identified, WNF may move forward 
with a Decision Memo (DM), which serves as a combined analysis and decision document.

PERMITTING APPROVAL PROCESS
Implementation will be initiated through securing relevant local, state, or federal permits related to land 
disturbance, stream/wetland crossings, and water quality, if necessary. The specific permits, preparation needs,  
typical review periods, and preparation costs need to be investigated during the EA process to inform any 
potential corridor location alterations and the impacts on the permitting and review needs moving forward. 
When permits have been received, construction can commence.

CONSTRUCTION PROCESS
Projects of the magnitude of the Bailey Tract trails are typically undertaken by professional trail contractors, 
sometimes with the assistance of volunteers, youth corps, or other service organizations. Economies of scale are 
realized when a large mileage of trails/features are developed under a single contract, but funding requirements 
are consequently much higher. An implementation goal of a 5-year development, with at least 15 miles of new 
trail are developed each year, will maintain momentum and realize the potential benefits of this project.

Trail construction is defined by construction documents, project specifications, and permit requirements, which 
can be developed by consultants or the Forest Service. This documentation is attached to contracts and guides 
the development of the intended trail product. When permits are received and construction documentation 
developed, the project is put out to bid as required by local/state and/or funding source requirements. Ideally, for 
a project of this magnitude the Forest can develop an Indefinite Quantity/Indefinite Delivery (IDIQ) contracting 
mechanism that prequalifies potential bidders by their experience and success in the construction of similar 
projects. 
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Numerous laws and regulations provide direction for management of National Forest System land. Specifically, 
the Multiple-Use Sustained Yield Act requires that national forests be managed “for outdoor recreation, range, 
timber, watershed, and wildlife and fish purposes.” 

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires environmental information to be made available to 
public officials and citizens before decisions are made and before actions are taken on a proposed project. 
Essential NEPA processes include accurate scientific analyses, expert agency input, and public involvement. Per 
NEPA, environmental analysis is required before construction can begin on any proposed mountain bike trail 
system.

The National Forest Management Act (NFMA) requires that National Forest System land be managed for a 
variety of uses on a sustained basis to ensure in perpetuity a continued supply of goods and services to the 
American people; creating and implementing a Forest Plan is a requirement of NFMA. The 2006 Land and 
Resource Management Plan (Forest Plan) guides all natural resource management activities for the Wayne 
National Forest for the next 10 to 15 years. It describes desired resource conditions, resource management 
practices, levels of resource production and management, and the availability of suitable land for resource 
management. The 2006 Forest Plan and Management Area Maps are available on the Wayne National Forest 
website (http://www.fs.usda.gov/detailfull/wayne/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fsm9_006005&width=full).
Within the Forest Plan, the following standards and guidelines should be considered when designing the Master 
Trail Plan.

Soil Resources:

GFW-WSH-10: Modify resource management practices according to soil characteristics and slope to protect 
soil productivity and minimize erosion and sedimentation. Refer to soil map unit descriptions and appropriate 
interpretive tables in the Wayne National Forest Soils Inventory (based on the USDA County Soil Surveys).

Riparian Corridors:

GFW-ARR-1: Prior to implementing any project activity, establish the site-specific boundaries of the riparian 
corridor. The riparian corridor includes the riparian area and upland areas within the flood-prone area, or 100 
feet from the edge of the aquatic ecosystem or wetland, whichever is greater.

GFW-ARR-4: Where possible, do not construct new facilities (such as roads, trails, campsites, and buildings) 
within riparian areas. Where such facilities must be located in riparian areas, construct and maintain them to 
minimize adverse impacts to ecological function.
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Endangered, Threatened and Sensitive Species:

GFW-TES-9: Retain all shagbark and shellbark hickory trees > 6 inches dbh, unless removal is necessary to 
protect human safety or to avoid adverse impacts to steep slopes, erodible soils, floodplains or wetlands.

SFW-TES-10: During the non-hibernation season (April 15th –September 15th), do not cut, unless they are a 
safety hazard:

Trees of any species 6 inches dbh or greater that are hollow, have major splits, or have broken tops that provide 
maternity habitat.

Snags 6 inches dbh or greater that have Indiana bat roost tree characteristics. Consider any tree with less than 10 
percent live canopy to be a snag. 

When removal of hazard trees is necessary in a recreation area during the non-hibernation season (e.g., 
developed recreation sites, access roads, trails), conduct emergence surveys at the identified hazard trees that 
possess the characteristics identified above, and at any hazard trees that possess large areas of loose bark 
providing maternity habitat.

GFW-TES-14: Provide water sources that promote aquatic insect production and provide drinking sources for 
Indiana bats along suitable flight paths, especially in upland areas, and off/away from recreation sites, and 
designated trails and roads.

Forest Health and Non-Native Invasive Species (NNIS):

SFW-FH-1: Incorporate NNIS risk assessments in project planning, and include NNIS prevention and treatment 
in project development, analysis, and implementation.

SFW-FH-8: Forest contracts and permits shall include appropriate clauses for the prevention and/or treatment 
of NNIS.

GFW-FH-15: Encourage the construction and use of NNIS cleaning stations at trailheads.
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Recreation:

SFW-REC-4: When choosing location of recreational developments, give priority to:
• Correcting health and safety problems
• Protecting the environment
• Complementing prescribed recreation opportunities
• Meeting public demand
• Availability of suitable access
• Cost of construction, operation, and maintenance.

GFW-REC-5: Consider adjacent State or local recreation facilities, their uses and long-term objectives, before 
proposing any new recreation development.

Trails:

SFW-REC-16: OHV, mountain bike, and horse trails are open (unless posted closed) for riding from April 15th 
through December 15th. Close these trails (except for foot travel) during the winter period (December 16th 
through April 14th) to minimize environmental impacts and maintenance costs. Exception: Trails may be used 
for administrative purposes and operation/maintenance of approved oil and gas facilities.

GFW-REC-19: Construct, maintain, and sign trails to Forest Service standards and in accordance with the 
Forest’s sign plan.

GFW-REC-20: Manage trails to comply with the management area’s Recreation Opportunity Spectrum 
objective.

GFW-REC-21: Unless a site is interpreted, plan location of trails so that known heritage sites are not readily 
visible from the trail corridor.

SFW-REC-26: Allow mountain bikes and horses on hiking trails only where designated and signed.

SFW-REC-27: Construct and maintain trails and associated facilities to be cost-effective and minimize user 
conflicts.

GFW-REC-29: Discourage construction of new trails within riparian areas. Where trails are located in riparian 
corridors, construct and maintain them to minimize adverse impacts to the ecological function of the area.



BAILEY TRACT 
MOUNTAIN BIKE TRAILS PLAN

W A Y N E  N A T ’ L  F O R E S T  S T A N D A R D S

GFW-REC-30: Maintain hiking and mountain bike trail tread with natural surfacing to a width of 18 to 24 
inches.

GFW-REC-33: Favor loop and two-way trails for hiking, horse, and mountain bike trails.

Scenery Management:

GFW-SM-5: All structures and materials, including signs, bridges, fish and wildlife improvements, and other 
facilities, should be consistent with the guidelines developed in the Built Environment Image Guide and the 
Forest Service Sign Guide.

GFW-SM-6: New structures should be compatible with valued cultural features in the landscape such as 
historic structures. See the landscape character description for identification of the valued cultural features and 
the Built Environment Image Guide.

GFW-SM-7: Material selection, color, and shape of administrative and recreation facilities should minimize 
contrasts and blend with natural surroundings and landscape character.

GFW-SM-8: Emphasize the use of native materials.

GFW-SM-49: Whenever possible, use naturalized contours for cut-and-fill slopes rather than straight lines.

GFW-SM-51: When possible, new roads and trails should be located along the periphery of large open areas to 
maximize opportunities for scenic views from trails and recreation sites.

GFW-SM-95: Enhance visitor experience by locating new recreation sites and trails at or near large attractive 
trees (for shading), unique topographic features, scenic vistas, cultural sites of interest, and/or large bodies of 
water.

GFW-SM-96: Utilize natural materials and colors when constructing new or maintaining existing recreation 
sites/facilities.

The Bailey’s tract is within the Historic Forest Management Area. The emphasis of this management area is the 
restoration and maintenance of the oak-hickory ecosystem through a combination of mostly uneven-aged timber 
harvest and frequent prescribed fire. The Desired Future Condition of this management area is a mix of 
vegetation more nearly resembling the historic range that existed prior to 18th/19th century settlement and 
development. Moderate amounts of non-motorized recreation opportunities are provided, with trails providing 
access for non-motorized activities in some areas. There is low to moderate probability of experiencing isolation 
from the sights and sounds of people. Forest visitors experience a moderate feeling of independence, closeness 
to nature, and tranquility. Recreation facilities fit the natural appearing landscape and are based on site activity, 
type, and capacity. Motorized trail use is not permitted in this management area.


